
Addiction Free Recovery 
Services Launches 

Residential Treatment

Addiction Free Recovery 
Services is launching a new 
level of treatment for those 
ready to start the journey to 
getting sober and living an 

addiction free life. 
Rehab programs like their 28-day treat-

ment is often a starting point for those 
who are struggling to get away from the 
grip of addictions.  Out-patient treatment 
may not always be the most benefi cial 
method of treating advanced long-term 
addiction.  For many motivated patients, 
a 28-day or longer stay at a residential 
treatment center is the ideal road to suc-
cessful rehabilitation.

New owners Ted and Donita Zoerb 
saw the need for more drug addiction 
treatment and immediately took steps to 
open 15 beds.  Their new facility offers 
not only the most advanced methods of 
addiction treatment, including detox, 

Addiction Free Recovery Services opens new 28-day facility at 5404 Keirnan Avenue in Salida.

diction.  They know no single treatment fi ts 
everyone and look at recovery from every 
perspective.  Treatment fi ts the person with 
one-on-one counseling sessions, cognitive 
coping skills, drug screening, education and 
addiction group counseling for both addicts 
and families, and the 12-step program in 
addition to focusing on nutrition and cardio 
therapy— all part of their healthy outlook 
toward life.

The goal of residential addiction treatment 
is to help patients plan a road to recovery 
that they can travel on their own while they 
rebuild their family, career and personal 
lives.  One young man, 22 years old, came 
to Addiction Free Recovery Services with 
heroin addiction.  Today he has a home, a 
job and his family is back together.  

In their Modesto location Addiction Free 
Recovery Services is continuing to special-
ize in out patient programs to help with a 
wide spectrum of addictions from anger 
management, sex addiction, substance 
abuse, Christian counseling, as well as 
conjoint family counseling.  They have 
specifi ed intensive out-patient programs for 
adolescents ages 14-18 and programs for 
adults 18 and over.   

Their out-patient services are able to hold 
groups of up to fi fteen people.  They have 

three counselors as well as staff that are 
all clean and sober.  Combined, they have 
over forty years of sobriety between them.  
They understand the pitfalls and struggles 
of recovery and are ready to lend their 
support.  Their Salida residential center has 
nine experienced staff members including 
head counselor Jennifer Smither with eight 
years experience and CADC certifi ed.  They 
are on hand to tackle any problem or simply 
listen whenever needed.   

The brave fi rst step choosing recovery is 
never easy but whether you are looking for 
one-on-one out patient counseling or 24-
hour residential treatment to help guide you 
to a life of freedom and choice, Addiction 
Free Recovery Services may be the right 
fi t for you.  If you or your loved one need 
help but feel lost and overwhelmed by the 
choices in front of you, they are here to help 
you realize the life you want.  
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Contact: Gary Bettencourt
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fi tness training, meditation and relaxation 
sessions, educational group and family 
therapy, relapse prevention, crisis inter-
vention and sexual addiction among other 
activities that help recovering addicts fi nd 
constructive ways of dealing with stress.   

Getting sober and drug-free can only be 
realized by the desire and determination 
to get clean.  The personal road to recov-

ery you choose will be unique to you, 
whether you reach out to a higher power, 
need one-on-one counseling or need 24-
hour residential care.

“We are striving for a safe and secure 
environment for treatment,” says owner 
Ted Zoerb.  They understand the impor-
tance of family in recovery.  “We have 
two family groups a week because addic-
tion touches the whole family.   That’s 
why we built an environment for the 
person to heal with help of family.”  

The Zoerbs purchased Addiction Free 
Recovery Services when they met the 
director after a family member was under-
going treatment and have seen fi rst hand 
the need for more treatment in the Central 
Valley.  They have hopes of expanding 
to 30 beds over the next year.  With lush 
green trees, roses and benches the garden 
area is the perfect place for people to 
meditate, relax, and regroup.  “It’s the 

kind of place where you can actually stop 
and smell the roses,” says Director Gary 
Bettencourt.  

Sober for 27 years with 13 years experi-
ence, Gary understands the struggle to 
recovery, which is why he and the rest 
of the staff at Addiction Free Recovery 
Services are the best choice in helping ad-
dicts free themselves from the grips of ad-

“We are striving for a safe and secure environment for treatment. 
They understand the importance of family in recovery.  

We have two family groups a week because addiction touches 
the whole family.   That’s why we built an environment for the 

person to heal with help of family.”  
— Ted Zoerb, co-owner of  the residential treatment  facility


